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Introdu tion

The Dynami al Cluster-de ay Model
(DCM) of Gupta and ollaborators [1℄,
together with the Wong formula, have been
advan ed to study the heavy ion rea tion dynami s. The DCM, based on the well known
Quantum Me hani al Fragmentation Theory
(QMFT), has been developed to study the
de ay of hot and rotating ompound nu leus
(CN) with e e ts of deformations and orientations of in oming and/or outgoing nu lei
in luded. In DCM, the de ay fragments are
onsidered to be preformed with probability
P0 before penetrating the intera tion barrier,
whereas the Wong formula is based simply on
the barrier penetrability P . For the apture,
equivalently, quasi- ssion rea tions, the `summed extended-Wong model of Gupta and
ollaborators [2℄ is shown to be the same as
the DCM expression, sin e for ea h angular
momentum `, P0` =1 for the in oming hannel
not having lost its identity. For the nu lear
intera tion potential, the proximity potential of Blo ki's po ket formula or from the
more mi ros opi approa h of semi- lassi al
extended Thomas-Fermi (ETF) model [3℄ is
used.

Results

First, the DCM is applied to re ent data on
the de ay of the ompound systems 118;122 Ba
at a relatively low bombarding energy of 5.5
MeV/A, using the proximity po ket potential
of Blo ki et al.. Sin e these are heavier ompound systems, a omplete mass fragmentation spe trum is observed experimentally. The
DCM gives [4℄ an overall good des ription of
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the observed data on ross-se tions, ex ept
for a small narrow region of mass fragments
8  ZL  15. Furthermore, the DCM shows
an interesting in-built hara teristi of presenting di erent behaviors for di erent mass
regions of de ay produ ts, namely, the light intermediate mass fragments (IMFs), the heavy
mass fragments (HMFs) and the symmetri
and near symmetri ssion fragments (SF and
nSF), a property required to be assumed in
the (BUSCO and GEMINI) statisti al model
al ulations. In DCM, this property is assimilated via the ne k-length parameter whi h
xes the `max -value, used as a parameter in
the BUSCO and GEMINI odes.
Next, the universal fun tion of nu lear proximity potential is obtained [3℄ for the Skyrme
nu leus-nu leus intera tion in the semi lassi al ETF approa h. The resulting nu lear
proximity potential reprodu es, with in less
than  1 MeV of di eren e [3℄, the \exa t"
Skyrme nu leus-nu leus intera tion potential
in semi lassi al approa h. An appli ation of
the orresponding intera tion potential to fusion ex itation fun tions shows learly that
the parameterized universal fun tion of nulear proximity potential substitutes the \exa t" potential in Skyrme energy density formalism based on ETF method.
Using the above noted proximity potential, obtained in Skyrme energy density formalism (SEDF) based semi lassi al ETF approa h, with densities added in frozen approximation, and e e ts of deformations and
orientations of nu lei in luded, the barrier
modi ation e e ts are studied by using the
extended-Wong formula [2, 5℄, for the apture and fusion-evaporation ross-se tion data
for Ca- and Ni-indu ed rea tions. The later
are known for fusion hindran e phenomenon
in oupled- hannels al ulations ( ). Frozen
density, i.e. sudden approximation without
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ex hange e e ts, ompared to with ex hange
terms in luded, is found to give more realisti barriers [5℄ for the proximity potential
obtained in the semi lassi al ETF approa h
of SEDF. Taking advantage of the fa t that
di erent Skyrme for es give di erent barriers
(height, position and urvature), we use the `summed extended-Wong model [2℄ where the
Skyrme for e is hosen with proper barrier
hara teristi s, not-requiring additional \barrier lowering" or \barrier narrowing", for a
best t to ross-se tion data at sub-barrier
energies. The method is applied spe i ally
to apture ross-se tions from 48 Ca+238 U,
244 Pu, and 248 Cm rea tions and to fusionevaporation ross-se tions from 58 Ni+58 Ni,
64 Ni+64 Ni, and 64 Ni+100 Mo rea tions. Interestingly, whereas the apture ross-se tions in
48 Ca+238 U and 48 Ca+244 Pu rea tions ould
be tted to any for e, su h as SIII, SV and
GSkI (by allowing a small hange of ouple of
units in the dedu ed `max values), the fusionevaporation ross-se tions in Ni-indu ed rea tions required di erent Skyrme for es for the
best t to data. In other words, just as for
the po ket formula of nu lear proximity potential [2℄, for the ETF-based proximity potential also, no barrier modi ation e e ts are required for the Ca-based apture ross-se tions
in `-summed extended-Wong model, but the
same are essential for the fusion-evaporation
ross-se tions in Ni-based rea tions displaying fusion-hindran e in
, taken are here
by the use of di erent Skyrme for es for different rea tions. Note, however, that no single Skyrme for e was able to reprodu e the
data simultaneously for all the above mentioned three Ni-based rea tions, though more
than one Skyrme for e ould t equally well
the same data.
With in the SEDF based semi lassi al ETF
approa h, for Skyrme for es SIII and GSkI,
used for al ulating the nu lear proximity potential under frozen density approximation,
the DCM is then used to study the de ay of
hot and rotating ompound nu leus 164 Yb
formed in 64 Ni+100 Mo rea tion at both belowand above-barrier energies. Earlier the same
study is made with the use of po ket for-
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mula of Blo ki et al. by myself and ollaborators [6℄. There is only one parameter in
this model, namely, the ne k-length parameter, whi h varies smoothly with the temperature of ompound nu leus at both below and
above-barrier energies, and its value remains
within the range of validity of proximity potential. A best t to data is obtained for
two di erent ne k-length parameters, one for
light-parti les (LPs), the evaporation residues,
and another for all other de ay hannels, the
fusion- ssion (ff ) ross-se tion. The barrier
height orresponding to the ne k length parameter for LPs (or ), gives \barrier lowering" in a straight-forward way for the best tted fusion-evaporation (or ) ross-se tions in
DCM with Skyrme for e SIII and GSkI, and,
ontrary to the (statisti al model) analysis of
experimental data, results in largest ontribution for 1n emission. The e e t of Skyrme
for es on barrier modi ation is also studied.
A further study is alled for both the LPs and
ff hannels.
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